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Year 5

Year 6

Mental Strategies
Children should continue to count regularly, on and back, now including steps of powers of
10.
Multiply by 10, 100, 1000, including decimals (Moving Digits ITP)
The number line should continue to be used as an important image to support thinking, and
the use of informal jottings should be encouraged.
They should be encouraged to choose from a range of strategies to solve problems mentally:
Partitioning using x10, x20 etc
Doubling to solve x2, x4, x8
Recall of times tables
Use of commutativity of multiplication
If children know the times table facts to 12 x 12. Can they use this to recite other times
tables (e.g. the 13 times tables or the 24 times table)

Mental Strategies
Consolidate previous years.

Vocabulary
cube numbers
prime numbers
square numbers
common factors
prime number, prime factors
composite numbers

Vocabulary
See previous years
common factor

Generalisation
Relating arrays to an understanding of square numbers and making cubes to show cube
numbers.
Understanding that the use of scaling by multiples of 10 can be used to convert between
units of measure (e.g. metres to kilometres means to times by 1000)
Some Key Questions
What do you notice?
What’s the same? What’s different?
Can you convince me?
How do you know?
How do you know this is a prime number?

Children should experiment with order of operations, investigating the effect of positioning
the brackets in different places, e.g. 20 – 5 x 3 = 5; (20 – 5) x 3 = 45
They should be encouraged to choose from a range of strategies to solve problems mentally:
Partitioning using x10, x20 etc
Doubling to solve x2, x4, x8
Recall of times tables
Use of commutativity of multiplication
If children know the times table facts to 12 x 12. Can they use this to recite other times
tables (e.g. the 13 times tables or the 24 times table)

Generalisations
Order of operations: brackets first, then multiplication and division (left to right) before
addition and subtraction (left to right). Children could learn an acrostic such as PEMDAS, or
could be encouraged to design their own ways of remembering.
Understanding the use of multiplication to support conversions between units of
measurement.
Some Key Questions
What do you notice?
What’s the same? What’s different?
Can you convince me?
How do you know?

